ABSTRACT: This study examines the effects of risk preference and loss aversion on individual responses to differently framed, yet economically equivalent, incentive contracts. We extend prior research by examining contracts with combinations of bonus, penalty, and clawback incentives. Contracts framed as a combination of bonus and penalty incentives, especially those framed as a clawback, are less attractive to participants than contracts with bonus-or penalty-only incentives. Further, research suggests that individuals' contract preferences are due primarily to loss aversion. We test this conjecture with a new measure of loss aversion. Results indicate that our measure of loss aversion is well calibrated to encompass variation in loss aversion. In addition, participants' loss preferences explain a significant portion of the differences in observed behavior. Importantly, this relation is less significant for clawback contracts, indicating that other preferences may be driving individuals' strong reactions to these contract frames.
INTRODUCTION
T he design of incentive compensation is an important and controversial issue in today's economic environment. Recent financial crises have led to public outcry demanding changes to the structure of compensation contracts. Many feel that existing compensation systems fail to motivate upper-level management to act in the best interest of shareholders. As a result, firms are redesigning their compensation plans. For instance, many companies have cut bonuses, and some have placed penalties and clawbacks into compensation contracts in an effort to match executive compensation with firm performance (Bialik 2009) . A clawback provision refers to awarded money or benefits that are taken back due to subsequent events. In fact, more than 64 percent of Fortune 100 companies have clawback policies as a component of executive compensation contracts (Floersch 2009 ). In addition, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (U.S. House of Representatives 2009) requires Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) recipients to implement clawback provisions to recover bonuses, retention awards, or incentive compensation paid to executives or any of the next 20 most highly compensated employees based on statements of earnings, revenues, gains, or other criteria that are later found to be materially inaccurate. Despite the increasing use of such contracts, there is a paucity of research on individual responses to combinations of bonuses and penalties or on clawback provisions in contracts.
Prior research on contract framing examines bonuses and penalties in mutually exclusive settings. This research indicates that individuals prefer incentive contracts framed as bonuses to those framed as penalties, even if it is clear that both contracts will lead to the same total compensation (Church et al. 2008; Frederickson and Waller 2005; Hannan et al. 2005; Luft 1994 ; Van de Weghe and Bruggeman 2004) . Further, this research suggests that individual preferences for incentives framed as bonuses to those framed as penalty contracts are due primarily to loss aversion. However, this assertion, that loss aversion explains observed behavior, is not directly tested. This leaves questions regarding individuals' preferences over contracts with combinations of bonus, penalty, and clawback incentives, and the extent to which loss aversion explains those preferences. Accordingly, we extend prior research on the design of incentive contracts in several important ways. First, we explore preferences for contracts that contain combinations of bonus and penalty components. Two types of combination contracts are examined: (1) a contract where meeting a target results in receiving a bonus, and failing to meet the target results in a penalty, and (2) clawback settings, where a bonus may be clawed back when the target is not met. In addition to exploring preferences for various contracts, we contribute to the literature by developing a measure of loss aversion to assess and control for the relative levels of loss aversion between participants. We use this measure to test the effect of loss aversion on individual responses to differently framed, yet economically equivalent, incentive contracts.
Using a controlled experiment with monetary incentives, we measure individual risk and loss preferences and manipulate contract frame between subjects. We explore five economically equivalent contract frames: bonus-only, penalty-only, a bonus and penalty combination, a clawback provision where the bonus is larger than the portion of compensation that can be clawed back, and a clawback provision where the bonus is smaller than the portion of compensation that can be clawed back. Participants make choices with regard to their willingness to work under incentive contracts of an assigned frame versus a flat salary. The results indicate that participants prefer bonus-only contracts to economically equivalent penalty-only, bonus and penalty combination, or clawback contracts. Using our measure of loss aversion, we demonstrate that, in general, loss aversion strongly affects preferences for contracts. We also find that penalty-only contracts are just as acceptable as economically equivalent contracts that contain a combination of bonuses and penalties. Note, both of these contracts contain penalty provisions, so from the standpoint of loss aversion, they are similar.
We also find that participants view clawback contracts as the least attractive. In fact, participants demonstrate a significant preference for typical penalty contracts over economically equivalent clawback contracts. Further, we find that loss aversion has less effect on these preferences, indicating that other motivations may be driving individuals' strong reactions to clawback contracts. The difference between the penalty frame and clawback frame is that in the clawback frame, the bonus is an awarded amount that can be clawed back contingent on some future event. Under the clawback contract, since the bonus is already awarded, it could create an endowment effect. An endowment effect is an implication of loss aversion, and occurs when individuals value something more once it belongs to them. The endowment effect implies that the utility of receiving a bonus is less than the disutility of forfeiting a bonus that one has already obtained (Thaler 1980) . Our participants' negative reaction to the clawback frame is consistent with an endowment effect.
Finally, results indicate that when the clawback contracts are compared, participants find the contract frame with the higher base salary to be more attractive. This is a somewhat unexpected result because both of these frames provide an equal initial amount that is not contingent upon a subsequent outcome. The only difference between the two clawback frames is the portion of the amount labeled as the ''base salary'' and the portion labeled as a ''bonus.'' This very subtle manipulation has a significant impact on participant reactions, thus providing evidence that the labeling of the components of these contracts can have a strong effect on behavior and should, therefore, be carefully considered.
The primary contribution of our research is to demonstrate employees' preferences over contracts that contain combinations of bonus, penalty, and clawback incentives. The finding that clawback contracts are significantly less attractive than even penalty-only contracts is important due to the recent public outcry in favor of such contracts. In particular, since such provisions make these contracts less acceptable, companies may have to raise the overall compensation level of such contracts in order to attract employees. Raising overall compensation would most likely be an unpopular unintended consequence. Also, our research responds to Frederickson and Waller's (2005) suggestion that future research explore the simultaneous use of bonuses and penalties, and Bonner and Sprinkle's (2002) call for research investigating the effects of combinations of incentives. We also contribute in terms of research methodology by introducing a simple and effective way to measure loss aversion. One current method attempts to measure loss aversion with hypothetical choices, but several studies suggest that choices based on hypothetical payoffs may be unreliable proxies for choices affecting real payoffs (e.g., Camerer and Hogarth 1999; Hertwig and Ortmann 2001; Holt and Laury 2002; Smith and Walker 1993) . Another method to measure loss aversion uses the difference between the amount one is willing to pay for an object and the amount she would accept as payment for the object. A criticism of this approach is that it is sensitive to the object being used and the fact that people's perspectives differ when engaged in buying behavior compared to selling behavior. Finally, existing methods can be complex and time-consuming to implement. Our loss aversion method involves choices with monetary payoffs and takes approximately ten minutes to administer.
The next section outlines the previous literature, the theories drawn upon in this study, and the resulting hypotheses. We follow this with the experimental design, the data analyses, and results. The final section of the paper addresses the study's implications and limitations, and proposes areas of future research.
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES
Consider two contracts, Contract A and Contract B. Under Contract A, an employee will receive a base salary of $10 and will receive an additional bonus of $5 if he meets his goal. Under Contract B, an employee will receive a base salary of $15, but will be penalized $5 if she does not meet her goal. If the probability of meeting the goal is the same under both contracts, then the contracts are economically equivalent, because they both pay the employee a total of $15 if the goal is met and $10 if the goal is not met. Classical economic analysis of incentive contracts (e.g., Demski and Feltham 1978; Holmstrom 1979; Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991) asserts that the employee should view these contracts as equivalent and should be indifferent when choosing between them.
The concept of decision-framing suggests that choices are not independent of the way that the available options are presented or described. Framing is well established as an important consideration for a number of decisions in accounting. For instance, prior research demonstrates the role of framing on risk-taking (Moreno et al. 2002; Sawers et al. 2011) , managerial decision-making (Lipe 1993; Sullivan and Kida 1995) , tax compliance (Christian and Gupta 1994) , and acceptance among audit-client dyads (Cohen and Trompeter 1998) . Luft (1994) studies the role of decision-framing on preferences for bonus and penalty contracts. She finds that participants prefer bonus contracts to penalty contracts, and that this preference does not decline with experience. Luft (1994) offers three possible ways in which decision-framing can potentially explain this phenomenon. The first is the notion that nonmonetary factors can influence the attractiveness of a particular job or contract. This notion is related to the literature on compensating differentials. This literature states that employees consider many aspects of a job, such as terms of the contract, geography, degree of autonomy, and working conditions, and that they trade off monetary and nonmonetary characteristics when making employment choices (Lazear 1991; Eckel et al. 2005) . In our setting, the bonus and penalty features of contracts are a nonmonetary way for the firm to express approval or condemnation for an employee's performance. In a related a study, Kube et al. (2012) find that worker-participants respond to a nonmonetary gift with 25 percent higher performance, while a cash gift had no effect on performance. Their interpretation is that worker-participants appreciated the time and effort incurred by the employer to choose the nonmonetary gift and reciprocated with greater effort.
Second, prospect theory Tversky 1979, 1992) suggests that individuals receive greater disutility from losses than the utility they receive from equivalent gains. Third, bonuses and penalties could signify implicit contracts, where the word ''bonus'' (with its implications of reward and approval) conveys a certain monetary award, as well as some uncertain future reward. A base salary is commonly interpreted as a guaranteed amount, and the usage of the penalty contract framing causes the base pay to become uncertain. This could cause resentment or suspicion among employees. These explanations, along with Luft's (1994) results, indicate that there may be unintended consequences associated with penalty contracts (e.g., a preference for bonus contracts in firms).
Prior research attributes individuals' preferences for incentives framed as bonuses to economically equivalent penalty contracts primarily to loss aversion.
1 However, this assertion, that loss aversion explains observed behavior, is not directly tested. This is particularly problematic given the other plausible explanations, discussed above, for the observed behavior. Hence, we develop a measure of loss aversion (described in the next section) and test for its relation with different acceptance levels of economically equivalent contracts. We expect that the more loss averse someone is, the less he or she will prefer a contract with penalties:
H1: There is a negative relation between individual loss aversion and the willingness to accept contracts with possible penalties.
Preferences for Contracts Containing both Bonus and Penalty Components
Most previous studies of contract framing consider bonuses and penalties in mutually exclusive scenarios. However, contracts often contain combinations of bonus and penalty components. Frederickson and Waller (2005) offer several possibilities for such contracts. In settings where there are multiple dimensions to an employee's job, a bonus can provide an incentive for desired behavior on one dimension, while a penalty can provide a disincentive for undesired behavior on another dimension. For example, many sales contracts contain commissions or bonuses penalized by items such as order cancellations and returns (Horstmann et al. 2005; Kaplan and Atkinson 1998) . Frederickson and Waller (2005) suggest that future research explore possible explanations of how psychological and economic factors jointly support the use of combination contracts. We respond to Frederickson and Waller's (2005) suggestion by exploring individuals' preferences for economically equivalent contracts that contain bonus and penalty components.
When a contract containing bonus and penalty incentives is compared to an economically equivalent contract with bonus-only incentives, loss aversion, the implicit contract explanation, and the nonmonetary payoffs explanation consistently predict that individuals will prefer the bonus-only contract. Clearly, since losses are only possible in the combination contract, all else being equal, loss-averse individuals will prefer the bonus-only contract. The implicit contract explanation suggests that the bonus contract conveys a minimum certain amount of base pay for the individual, while the combination contract creates uncertainty regarding base pay and, hence, predicts that individuals will prefer the bonus-only contract. Recall that the nonmonetary payoffs explanation is that bonuses signal approval for one level of performance and penalties signal disapproval for another level of performance. Since bonus contracts only signal approval and combination contracts signal approval for some outcomes and disapproval for others, this implies that individuals should prefer bonus contracts to combination contracts. Hence, we expect individuals to prefer the bonusonly contract. Further, our measure of loss aversion allows us to explore the extent to which it explains participants' preferences. We predict that individuals will prefer a bonus-only contract to a contract with a bonus and a penalty: H2: Individuals are less willing to accept an economically equivalent incentive contract framed as having a combination of a bonus and a penalty than a contract framed as having only a bonus.
The comparison of a contract that has both a bonus and a penalty to an economically equivalent penalty-only contract is interesting because only the concept of nonmonetary payoffs makes an unambiguous prediction. This is particularly interesting given that prior research attributes individuals' preferences over economically equivalent contracts primarily to loss aversion, and from the perspective of loss aversion, the contracts are similar since they both contain a penalty (Luft 1994; Hannan et al. 2005) . The logic of the implicit contract explanation is that a contract framed as a bonus conveys a minimum certain amount of base pay for the individual, while a contract framed as a penalty creates uncertainty with regard to base pay (Kreps 1990; Luft 1994 ). In the case of a penalty contract versus the combination contract, both create uncertainty regarding base pay due to the presence of the penalty. Hence, the only potential explanation that applies to this comparison is the notion of nonmonetary payoffs. Under the conjecture that the implicit approval suggested by the bonus provision in the combination contract makes it more attractive than the disapproval implied by the penalty contract, individuals will prefer the former. We conjecture that compared to a contract with penalties only, individuals will prefer contracts with a combination of bonus and penalty: H3: Individuals are less willing to accept an economically equivalent incentive contract framed as having a penalty than a contract framed as having a combination of a bonus and a penalty.
Next, we explore clawback contracts. Clawback provisions are an increasingly common way that penalties are present in combination with bonuses in compensation contracts (Floersch 2009; Fried and Nitzan 2011) . While these provisions take a variety of forms, in general, a clawback refers to some previously declared or awarded amount of compensation being withdrawn or clawed back. Under a clawback contract, the bonus is already awarded and a penalty is contingent on the occurrence or nonoccurrence of some future event. Since the bonus is already awarded, it becomes part of the employee's endowment and, thus, could make employees prone to the endowment effect. The endowment effect differs from loss aversion in the following manner. Loss aversion concerns behavior toward possible future gains and losses. The endowment effect states that individuals value something more once it belongs to them. That is, the endowment effect implies that the utility of receiving a bonus is less than the disutility of sacrificing a bonus that one has already obtained (Thaler 1980) . 2 The endowment effect suggests that individuals may view clawback contracts as more punitive than typical penalty contracts. In related work, Hossain and List (2009) provide evidence that workers will exert more effort to maintain a provisionally awarded bonus than they will for a bonus framed as a potential future bonus. We consider two ways to frame a clawback contract that allow the contract to remain economically equivalent to the penalty-only contract. The penalty is held constant and the amounts of the bonus and base salary are varied.
In the first clawback frame, the bonus component is larger than the penalty component. In this case, a person may view the penalty as a reduction to a previous bonus, leaving the base pay as a guaranteed amount that is inviolable. To keep this contract economically equivalent to a penaltyonly contract, the base salary of the clawback contract must be lower. For the following reasons, we expect individuals to prefer the penalty-only contract to this economically equivalent clawback contract. First, if individuals focus on the low level of base pay under the clawback contract, they may possibly view that contract as less attractive than the penalty-only contract. Second, the endowment effect predicts that individuals will prefer the penalty contract to the clawback contract, since the clawback contract takes away previously awarded compensation. Hence, we expect individuals to prefer a penalty-only contract to a clawback contract: H4: Individuals are less willing to accept an economically equivalent contract framed as a combination of a bonus and a clawback penalty than a penalty-only contract.
In our second clawback frame, the bonus component is smaller than the penalty component. In such a contract, the clawback completely removes the bonus and reduces the base salary. This could lead to the removal of the ''guaranteed'' portion of the salary. Assuming that individuals have a stronger sense of ownership with regard to the base salary as compared to the bonus, the endowment effect should be stronger. Hence, individuals might find this framing of the contract as even less attractive than the clawback contract where the bonus is larger than the penalty. Compared to a contract where the clawback is bigger than the bonus, we expect individuals to prefer a contract where the clawback is smaller than the bonus:
H5: Individuals are less willing to accept an economically equivalent clawback combination contract where the bonus is smaller than the clawback penalty than a contract where the bonus is larger than the clawback penalty.
Finally, we compare the simple combination contract to the clawback contracts. In the simple combination contract, an individual receives a bonus if a target is met and a penalty if the target is not met. In the clawback frames, the individual is endowed with a base salary and bonus that may be clawed back by a penalty if the target is not met. In an economically equivalent setting, the individual will earn the same amount if the target is met (or not met) under either contract. Both frames contain a penalty that creates uncertainty with regard to base pay, and a bonus component that could convey a nonmonetary payoff of approval. However, as the bonus in the clawback frame is an endowed amount, the endowment effect implies that the utility of receiving a bonus in the combination contract is less than the disutility of sacrificing the bonus in the clawback contract. Thus, we expect individuals to prefer the simple combination contract to the clawback contract:
H6: Individuals are less willing to accept an economically equivalent incentive contract if it is framed as having a penalty that will clawback a bonus if a target is not met than if it is framed as having a bonus if a target is met and a penalty if the target is not met.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN Task
To test the hypotheses outlined in the previous section, we conducted a series of experimental sessions lasting approximately 45 minutes each. The experiment was administered in a computer lab using z-Tree software (Fischbacher 2007) . The experiment consisted of six parts. The first three parts of the experiment measured individual preferences for risk in the gain domain, loss aversion, and preferences for risk in the loss domain, respectively. In the fourth part of the experiment, participants were randomly assigned to an experimental treatment where they made choices between flat salary and incentive contracts. Incentive contract frame was manipulated between participants at five levels: bonus-only, penalty-only, bonus and penalty combination, clawback where the bonus is larger than the potential penalty, and clawback where the bonus is smaller than the potential penalty. The fifth part of the experiment disclosed the calculation of participant earnings for each of the previous parts. Finally, participants answered questions about their understanding of the experiment and demographic characteristics in an exit questionnaire.
Monetary Incentives
Participants received a $10 show-up payment for arriving on time, and were able to earn additional money through the choices they made in the first four parts of the experiment. Each of the first four parts of the experiment required participants to make a series of choices between two options. Participants knew they would be paid based on one randomly selected choice from each of the first four parts of the experiment. Basing payment on one randomly selected choice from each part motivated participants to consider each choice independently. In addition, payoff outcomes were disclosed after participants had completed all four parts, thereby controlling for potential wealth effects. Payments (including the $10 show-up fee) averaged $26.28.
Participants
The participants were 156 students (102 undergraduate students and 54 graduate students) with a mean of 4.72 years of work experience (range: 0-20 years). Forty-five percent of participants were female. On average, participants reported that they had completed 4.83 accounting classes and 2.97 economics classes. Table 1 provides detailed demographic information by treatment group.
Individual Measures of Risk Preference
We measure individual risk preferences in the gain domain in the first part of the experiment, and individual risk preferences in the loss domain in the third part of the experiment. Each risk preference measure requires participants to make a series of ten choices between two lottery options, Option A and Option B. In the first part of the experiment, the ten-choice set is based on the Holt and Laury (2002) measure of risk aversion in the gain domain shown in Appendix A. For each choice, there is a ''safe'' Option A that has two possible outcomes of $4.00 and $3.20, and a ''risky'' Option B with more variable outcomes of $7.70 and $0.20. The probabilities associated with each outcome and, therefore, the expected values of the options vary systematically across the ten-choice set. The expected value of the safe option is initially higher than that of the risky option. As a person moves through the choices, the expected value of the risky option eventually exceeds that of the safe option. A person's risk preference is estimated from the number of safe options chosen before switching to risky options. For the version of the Holt and Laury (2002) used in this study, a risk-neutral person would choose Option A five times before switching to Option B, and a risk-seeking person would choose Option B prior to the fifth decision.
In the third part of the experiment, participants answered a separate set of ten choices designed to elicit risk preferences in the loss domain. Following the method used in Laury and Holt (2000) , the set of questions and procedure used to elicit risk preferences in the loss domain are identical to part one, with the exception that all possible lottery outcomes are negative amounts of money.
3 Therefore, in the measure for risk preferences in the loss domain, the less variable ''safe'' Option A outcomes are À$4.00 and À$3.20, and the more variable ''risky'' Option B outcomes are À$7.70 and À$0.20.
Individual Measures of Loss Aversion
The second part of the experiment measures participants' loss aversion. Loss aversion is a phenomenon described in prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) , which holds that individuals perceive each outcome, X, in terms of a value function defined as:
where parameters v 1 , v 2 ,and k are assumed positive. The two terms in Equation (1) are, respectively, gains raised to the power of v 1 and losses raised to the power of v 2 , multiplied by a relative loss aversion coefficient k. The terms v 1 and v 2 refer to a person's risk preferences. When v 1 ¼ v 2 ¼ 1, the individual is risk-neutral with respect to gains or losses. A person is loss-averse if k is greater than one, and this results in a value function for losses that is steeper than that for gains. In other words, losses loom larger than gains.
It is important to note the difference between risk preference in the loss domain and loss aversion. An individual can be loss-averse even in the absence of risk (Tversky and Kahneman 1991). For example, if an individual experiences more disutility from a certain loss of $20 than positive utility from a certain gain of $20, they exhibit loss aversion in the absence of risk. Thus, risk preferences and loss aversion are two separate characteristics.
We present a simple measure of loss aversion using a set of ten paired lottery choices similar to the Holt and Laury (2002) measure of risk aversion (see Appendix B). Some studies attempt to measure loss aversion with hypothetical choices, but several studies suggest that choices based on hypothetical payoffs may be unreliable proxies for choices affecting real payoffs (e.g., Holt and Laury 2002) . Other studies attempt to use the difference between the amount one is willing to pay for an object versus the amount that they would accept as payment for that object. This method draws criticism due to the sensitivity of the object being used, and the interference of the different perspectives of a person engaged in buying behavior from one engaged in selling behavior. There is recent interest in developing more reliable loss aversion estimation methods (e.g., Kö bberling and Wakker 2005; Abdellaoui et al. 2008 Abdellaoui et al. , 2007 . Accordingly, we contribute to the literature by presenting a new method to measure loss aversion. The measure presented in this paper has the advantage of eliciting responses to gambles involving monetary losses, rather than hypothetical scenarios. In addition, other proposed methods of eliciting loss aversion can be complex and may require an extended period of time to implement. For example, the method reported in Abdellaoui et al. (2007) took participants approximately 60 minutes to complete. 4 The new measure presented in this paper takes approximately ten minutes to administer (including instructions). Thus, it also has the advantage of being relatively quick and easy to implement.
As in the Holt and Laury (2002) measure, participants make ten choices between two options. Like the risk measure, one of the choices was randomly selected for payment. However, for the loss aversion measure, each option has a 50 percent chance of a positive monetary outcome and a 50 percent chance of a negative monetary outcome. Thus, the level of risk (i.e., the probability of each outcome's occurrence) is held constant. The options differ from one another in only one feature: the size of the potential loss in Option A. Option A has a 50 percent chance of a $5 gain, and a 50 percent chance of a loss that increases with each choice set. Option B remains constant, with a 50 percent chance of gaining a dollar and a 50 percent chance of losing a dollar. As a person goes from the first to the last pair of options, the expected utility of Option A decreases because the size of the loss increases. The payoffs in Option B stay constant, and while it has a lower potential positive outcome, it has a lower potential negative outcome. One would expect that for a loss-averse individual, the negative utility from the increasing size of the loss in Option A would eventually outweigh the positive utility from the larger potential gain from that option. This would lead the person to switch from Option A to Option B. Given a person's risk preferences, the point at which he or she switches from Option A to Option B will indicate his or her relative level of loss aversion. In other words, since the only difference between each choice set is the size of the loss in Option A, the measure progressively tests a person's tolerance for losses. At some point, the loss will become large enough to cause the person to switch over to Option B. A person who switches very quickly is more loss-averse than a person who tolerates higher losses before switching.
Using risk preferences of v 1 ¼ v 2 ¼ 0.5 (indicating a moderate level of risk aversion in the gain domain and risk-seeking behavior in the loss domain, as predicted by Kahneman and Tversky [1979] ), the measure is designed to give estimates of loss aversion ranging from k 1, indicating loss neutrality or loss-loving behavior, to k ! 6.75, indicating an extremely high level of loss aversion. Appendix B shows the estimates of loss aversion indicated by each switching point in the measure for four sets of risk preferences: (1) The reflection effect, with moderate risk aversion in the gain domain and moderate risk-seeking in the loss domain (v 1 ¼ v 2 ¼ 0.5), (2) risk neutrality (v 1 ¼ v 2 ¼ 1), (3) risk aversion in both domains (v 1 ¼ 0.5, v 2 ¼ 1.3), and (4) risk-seeking behavior in both domains (v 
The numerical estimate of an individual's loss coefficient indicated by this measure depends on his or her risk preferences.
5 However, for all levels of risk preference, this measure provides a relative tolerance for losses between participants. For any participant, the more often he or she chooses the 4 Abdellaoui et al. (2007) use a preference-based method to elicit utility for gains and losses. Participants make a series of hypothetical choices between gambles involving substantial gains and losses of money in an experiment lasting approximately one hour. A set of choices is used to calculate an indifference value between the gambles. This process is repeated 19 times to obtain 11 points of the utility function in the loss domain and eight points in the gain domain. This method allows for the estimation of the utility function for gains and losses, as well as the estimation of loss aversion. Abdellaoui et al. (2008) develop a more efficient method, using interview sessions lasting approximately one hour. Participants make a series of choices used to elicit certainty equivalents to hypothetical two-outcome prospects. The resulting measure requires 10-12 sets of choices eliciting certainty equivalents, which could be administered in less time than the 18-20 elicitations required by the method described in Abdellaoui et al. (2007) . 5 The intervals of loss aversion indicated by the measure are relatively stable if a person exhibits the reflection effect (v 1 ' v 2 ). If an individual is risk-averse in both the gain and loss domains, as was found for a number of participants in the Laury and Holt (2000) paper, the intervals shift to surround low levels of loss aversion. This can be seen by the example given in the last column of the table in Appendix B, where v 1 ¼ 0.5 and v 2 ¼ 1.3. If a person is risk-seeking in both the gain and loss domain, the intervals would shift to surround higher levels of loss aversion.
option with higher potential losses, the higher his or her tolerance for losses (i.e., lower level of loss aversion).
Experimental Treatments
The fourth part of the experiment asked participants to make a series of seven choices between a flat pay rate and an incentive scheme framed according to treatment (see Table 2 ). Incentive contract frame was manipulated between participants at five levels: bonus-only, penalty-only, bonus and penalty combination, clawback where the bonus is larger than the potential penalty, and clawback where the bonus is smaller than the potential penalty. The bonus-only and penalty-only treatments used payments equal to those used in Luft (1994) , and the combination and clawback treatments were developed for this study based on Luft's (1994) format. Bonus-only contracts consist of a base salary and a 50 percent chance of receiving a bonus. Penalty-only contracts consist of a base salary and a 50 percent chance of a penalty. Bonus and penalty contracts consist of a base salary with a 50 percent chance of receiving a bonus and a 50 percent chance of a penalty. Clawback contracts consist of a base salary, a bonus, and a 50 percent chance of a penalty. Thus, the bonuses in the clawback contracts are simply a reframing of the base salary from the penalty contracts, as they are not contingent upon any uncertain outcome. This simple clawback setting proxies for a situation where an employee is certain they will be paid their base salary and a bonus in the current period, but there is the potential for a clawback or penalty in the future contingent upon some outcome.
6
In all treatment frames, the flat pay rate was always $6.00, but the expected value of the incentive scheme increased in increments of $0.50, from $5.50 in the first choice set to $8.50 in the seventh choice set. The incentive contract in the fourth choice was economically equivalent across all four treatments; it gave a payout of $10.00 if the target was met and $4.00 if the target was not met.
7 Thus, participants made seven choices between a fixed flat salary and an increasingly attractive incentive contract. Participants were informed that the computer would randomly select one of the seven choices to be played and they would be paid according to this outcome.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Risk Preferences and Loss Aversion
From the Holt and Laury (2002) risk measures, we use the absolute number of safe choices as the measure of individual risk preference.
8 Table 3 shows the mean and median levels of risk aversion for each participant. We gather evidence of participants' loss aversion using the measure 6 For example, in the economically equivalent choice for the clawback contract where the bonus is smaller than the potential penalty, the clawback option is: ''A base salary of $2.50, and a bonus of $7.50. You will be penalized $6.00 for a number between 1 and 50 (50% probability). You will NOT be penalized if the number is between 51 and 100 (50% probability).'' Manipulation checks indicate that only one participant indicated confusion about the receipt of the bonus and potential for a penalty in the clawback contracts. Excluding this participant from the analyses does not change the results. 7 In Luft (1994) , participants answer general business knowledge questions and meet the target by scoring in the top half. This translates to a 50 percent chance of meeting the target. To simplify the experiment and remove the possibility that knowledge and ability led to an increased probability of meeting the target, participants are told that there is a 50 percent chance that they would reach the target, as determined by a random number drawn by the computer. 8 For a person's preferences to be consistent, they should switch from safe to risky choices only once. The absolute number of safe choices is used because some participants may switch back and forth between the two options more than once, making it more difficult to interpret their preferences. In the gain domain, 129 participants (82.69 percent) showed consistent preferences by switching once or not at all. In the loss domain, 133 participants (85.26 percent) showed consistent preferences by switching once or not at all. Results include all participants, regardless of the number of times they switched. Results do not differ if participants who switched more than once are dropped. described in the previous section. Participant responses in the exit questionnaire indicate that the loss aversion measure is easy to understand and complete. For a person's preferences to be consistent on the loss aversion measure, they should switch from Option A to Option B only once. One hundred forty-two participants (91 percent) switched once or not at all. We use the absolute number of choices with the higher loss as the measure of loss aversion. The larger the absolute number of higher loss choices, the more tolerant of losses (i.e., the less lossaverse) an individual is. An analysis of the frequencies of these choices for the participants in this a Participants were randomly assigned to one of five treatments, which differed in the framing of the incentive contract. For each choice, they compared the flat salary of $6 to the incentive contract and indicated whether they would choose the flat salary or the incentive contract. The expected value of each choice's incentive contract was held constant across all treatments. Participants were not shown expected values. b The fourth incentive contract in each treatment (indicated by bold rows) is economically equivalent to the fourth choice in other treatments. These contracts pay a total of $10 if the target is met and $4 if the target is not met. Pearson's Chisquare indicates that there is a significant relation (p , 0.001) between the treatment and the proportion of participants choosing the incentive contract for the economically equivalent contract in Choice 4. c Dollar amounts used in the Bonus and Penalty treatments (Panel B and Panel C) are taken from Luft (1994) . study indicates that only one respondent chose zero higher loss choices, and only one chose ten higher loss choices. All other participants selected between three and nine higher loss choices. This provides evidence that the measure is well calibrated to encompass most individuals' varying levels of loss aversion. Table 3 reports the mean and median levels of LossTolerance for each participant.
Loss Aversion and Contract Acceptance
H1 predicts a negative relation between loss aversion and the willingness to accept incentive contracts with possible penalties. To test this hypothesis, we first examine participants' willingness a F-tests for the effect of the treatment on RiskAversionGain, RiskAversionLoss, and Loss Tolerance are reported. There are no significant differences in these characteristics for the individuals assigned to each treatment. Pearson's Chisquare is reported for IncentiveChoice and EquivalentChoice. Chi-squares indicate that the treatment significantly influenced willingness to accept incentive contracts. p-values are two-tailed. Clawback 1 refers to the contract framed with a bonus that is larger than the penalty. Clawback 2's bonus is smaller than the penalty.
Variable Definitions:
RiskAversionGain ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the gain domain; RiskAversionLoss ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the loss domain; LossTolerance ¼ the absolute number of choices with the higher loss on the loss aversion measure; IncentiveChoice ¼ the absolute number of incentive contract choices made in the experiment. Participants were given seven choices between a flat salary and an incentive contract. This variable reports the absolute number of incentive contract choices made in the experiment. It can range from zero, indicating that the participant always chose the flat salary contract, to seven, indicating that the individual always chose the incentive contract option; and EquivalentChoice ¼ the choice (flat salary or incentive contract) made on the economically equivalent choice.
to choose incentive contracts rather than flat salary contracts by estimating the following regression model:
where:
IncentiveChoice ¼ the absolute number of times the incentive contract was chosen rather than the flat salary. This variable ranges from zero, indicating that the participant always chose the flat salary contract, to seven, indicating that the individual always chose the incentive contract option;
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RiskAversionGain ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the gain domain (ranging from zero to ten safe choices); RiskAversionLoss ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the loss domain (ranging from zero to ten safe choices); and LossTolerance ¼ the absolute number of higher loss choices in the loss aversion measure (ranging from zero to ten higher loss choices).
We estimate the regression across all contract frames, penalty frames, and each treatment separately. We expect a negative relation between risk aversion variables and IncentiveChoice, reflecting individuals' reluctance to select incentive contracts that have an element of risk. Higher levels of IncentiveChoice indicate that the participant is more willing to select the incentive contract, and higher levels of LossTolerance indicate a higher tolerance for losses. Therefore, a positive relationship between these two variables is expected. Table 4 shows the results of the regression models. Considering the entire sample, risk and loss aversion are related to the number of incentive contract choices in the predicted directions. As predicted by H1, loss aversion is significant when observing the subset of treatments that contain penalties (p ¼ 0.001), the penalty-only treatment (p ¼ 0.014), and the clawback treatment where the bonus is smaller than the penalty (p ¼ 0.045). Marginal significance (p ¼ 0.083) for loss aversion is detected for the penalty-only treatment. Contrary to expectations, loss aversion is not significant for the clawback contract where the bonus is larger than the penalty (p ¼ 0.181). In addition, the model does not fit well for this subset of data overall (Adjusted R 2 ¼ À0.020).
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To provide a tighter test of H1, we examine participants' responses to the fourth choice, where the incentive contract is economically equivalent across the four contract frames. Panel A of Table  2 reports that 51.3 percent of all participants chose the flat salary rather than the incentive contract 9 Due to the ordinal nature of the dependent variable, this model was also estimated using ordinal logistic regression. Results do not differ significantly from the linear regression results reported in the paper. The significance of results is slightly stronger with ordinal regression, but the same conclusions are drawn from either model. During the analyses, other control variables (e.g., income levels, class level, number of economics classes, etc.) are added to this regression model and the other regression models reported in this paper. Unless otherwise noted, none of these variables had a significant effect or increased the explanatory power of the model, so they are omitted from the results reported in this paper. 10 As with the risk and loss preference measures, participants may switch from the flat salary to the incentive contracts more than once. One hundred forty-six participants (93.6 percent) showed consistent preferences by switching once or not at all. Results include all participants, regardless of the number of times they switched. Results do not differ if participants who switched more than once are dropped. In additional sensitivity analyses, the final switching point was used as an alternative measure of the dependent variable. Again, results do not differ significantly from those reported in the paper based on an absolute count of incentive contract choices. 11 We observed a Pearson correlation of 0.242 ( p ¼ 0.002) between RiskAversionGain and RiskAversionLoss, a Pearson correlation of À0.370 ( p , 0.001) between RiskAversionGain and LossTolerance, and a Pearson correlation of À0.216 ( p ¼ 0.007) between RiskAversionLoss and LossTolerance. Tests for multicollinearity problems reveal no serious issues. However, we note that given the low R 2 values, there may be slight collinearity effects that would decrease the significance levels reported for the correlated dependent variables.
for this choice. We estimate the following logistic regression model across all contract frames, penalty frames, and each treatment separately:
EquivalentChoice ¼ the fourth choice, which was economically equivalent across all four treatments (Flat Salary ¼ 0; Incentive Contract ¼ 1).
As in the previous model, the dependent variable is a measure of the frequency of incentive contract choices. Therefore, we expect a negative relation between the risk aversion measures and *, **,*** Significant at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent levels, respectively, (one-tailed for predictors where signs are predicted, two-tailed otherwise). a Participants are given seven choices between a flat salary and an incentive contract. The dependent variable, IncentiveChoice, is the absolute number of incentive contract choices (rather than flat salary choices) made in the experiment. It can range from zero, indicating that the participant always chose the flat salary contract, to seven, indicating that the individual always chose the incentive contract option. These values range from zero to seven incentive contract choices. Clawback 1 refers to the contract framed with a bonus that is larger than the penalty. Clawback 2's bonus is smaller than the penalty. b The mean number of incentive contract choices (the dependent variable).
Variable Definitions:
RiskAversionGain ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the gain domain. The predicted sign for the coefficient for this variable is negative; RiskAversionLoss ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the loss domain. The predicted sign for the coefficient for this variable is negative; and LossTolerance ¼ the absolute number of choices with the higher loss on the loss aversion measure. The predicted sign for the coefficient for this variable is positive.
the willingness to accept the incentive contract, and a positive relation between LossTolerance and willingness to accept the incentive contract when penalties are present. Table 5 reports the results. The relationships between the independent and dependent variables are in the expected directions across all treatments. For contracts that contain a penalty, there is a significant negative relation (p ¼ 0.008) between risk aversion for losses and participants' willingness to select the incentive contract. There is also a significant positive relation (p ¼ 0.001) between LossTolerance (i.e., lower loss aversion) and willingness to accept the incentive contract. This result supports H1, as it indicates that as loss aversion increases, participants are less willing to accept contracts with a component framed as a penalty. This relation between loss aversion and acceptance of incentive contracts is also apparent when analyzing the penalty-only (p ¼ 0.018), bonus and penalty combination contract (p ¼ 0.046), and the clawback contract where the bonus is smaller than the penalty (p ¼ 0.024). However, loss aversion is not significant for participants in the clawback contract where the bonus is larger than the penalty (p ¼ 0.206). Thus, it appears that preferences other than loss aversion contribute to individual reactions to contract framing. As a result, researchers should be careful in their assumption that loss aversion is the underlying explanatory difference.
Differences in Incentive Contract Acceptance between Treatments
To address H2-H6, treatments are compared on the basis of the means of the absolute number of incentive contract choices for each treatment, and participants' responses on the economically equivalent fourth contract choice. We report the results in Table 6 . Luft (1994) finds that versus a flat-wage contract, participants in the bonus contract are more willing to choose the incentive contract than participants in the penalty contract. Results from the present study support Luft's (1994) findings by indicating that participants in the bonus-only treatment are significantly (p ¼ 0.004) more willing to accept incentive contracts than participants in the penalty-only treatment (Table 6 ). In addition, for the economically equivalent contract, a significantly greater percentage of participants choose the incentive contract in the bonus frame than in the penalty frame (p , 0.001).
H2 predicts that participants will be less willing to accept an incentive contract framed as having a combination of a bonus and a penalty than one framed as having only a bonus. Panel A of Table 6 reports that the bonus-only frame leads to a significantly (p ¼ 0.017) higher number of incentive contract choices than the combination of a bonus and a penalty. The difference becomes even more significant (p , 0.001) when comparing the bonus-only frame to either of the clawback contracts. In support of H2, these results indicate that individuals are more willing to accept a contract framed as having only a bonus incentive than one with both a bonus and a penalty component. Panel B of Table 6 reports that this result holds for comparisons dealing with only the economically equivalent contract (p , 0.001). This supports the notion that loss aversion is the primary factor that determines preferences concerning bonuses and penalties and that it extends to combination contracts. H3 predicts that participants will be less willing to accept an economically equivalent incentive contract if it is framed as having a penalty than if it is framed as having a combination of a bonus and a penalty. The results indicate that there is no significant difference between these contracts. Specifically, for the economically equivalent contract, 39.4 percent and 48.3 percent of participants chose the incentive for the penalty-only and bonus and penalty frames, respectively (see Table 3 ). Panel B of Table 6 reports that a Chi-square test indicates that these frequencies are not statically significant (p ¼ 0.241). The fact that participants are indifferent between these contracts is particularly interesting given that prior research attributes individuals' preferences over economically equivalent contracts primarily to loss aversion, and from the perspective of loss aversion, the contracts are similar. This provides indirect evidence of the importance of loss aversion on participants' preferences.
H4 predicts that individuals are less willing to accept an economically equivalent contract framed as a combination of a bonus and a clawback penalty versus a penalty-only contract. Panel A of Table 6 reports that participants find a penalty-only frame to be more appealing than a clawback frame. The penalty-only frame leads to a significantly (p , 0.001) higher number of incentive contract choices than the clawback contract with a higher bonus. There is also a significant difference (p ¼ 0.037) when the clawback contract has a bonus that is smaller than the penalty. These results indicate that a clawback frame is viewed as less attractive than a penalty-only frame. Our participants' negative reaction to the clawback frame is consistent with an endowment effect. This result suggests that there may be costs associated with the increased implementation of *, **, *** Significant at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent levels, respectively, (one-tailed for predictors where signs are predicted, two-tailed otherwise). a The dependent variable is the choice made on the economically equivalent choice (choice 4) in the experiment.
EquivalentChoice ¼ 1 for the incentive contract, and 0 for the flat salary. Clawback 1 refers to the contract framed with a bonus that is larger than the penalty. Clawback 2's bonus is smaller than the penalty. b The number and percentage of participants choosing the incentive contract in choice 4 (the dependent variable) for each subset.
Variable Definitions:
RiskAversionGain ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the gain domain. The predicted sign for the coefficient for this variable is negative; RiskAversionLoss ¼ the absolute number of safe choices in the Holt-Laury risk measure in the loss domain. The predicted sign for the coefficient for this variable is negative; and LossTolerance ¼ the absolute number of choices with the higher loss on the loss aversion measure. The predicted sign for the coefficient for this variable is positive. a The treatment means are tested for the hypothesized differences in the absolute number of incentive contract choices made in the experiment. p-values are one-tailed. Clawback 1 refers to the contract framed with a bonus that is larger than the penalty. Clawback 2's bonus is smaller than the penalty. b Chi-square tests are used to test for the hypothesized differences between treatments in the frequency of participants choosing the incentive contract for the equivalent choice (Choice 4) in the experiment. p-values are one-tailed. None of the cells have expected frequencies of less than five.
clawbacks. Since such provisions make contracts less acceptable, companies may have to raise the overall compensation level of such contracts in order to attract employees. H5 predicts that individuals are less willing to accept clawback contracts when the bonus is smaller than the penalty, versus an economically equivalent clawback contract when the bonus is larger than the penalty. Panel A of Table 6 reports that participants who had clawback contracts framed with a bonus smaller than the penalty are more likely to accept the incentive contract (p ¼ 0.041). This result also holds for the economically equivalent choice (p ¼ 0.031) displayed in Panel B of Table 6 . In the framing of these contracts, the size of the potential penalty is held constant. Therefore, this result provides evidence that the frame that had the higher base salary and lower bonus was more attractive to participants than the economically equivalent frame that has the lower base salary and higher bonus. By design, the size of the penalty is held constant between these two frames; thus, it appears that these results are driven by the size of the base salary. This result is interesting because (also by design) the bonus in these treatments is an amount that is not contingent upon any future outcome. Thus, the difference between the ''base salary'' and the ''bonus'' is simply a matter of name. The fact that participants respond to this manipulation is a strong indication of how much framing and word choice can affect perceptions.
H6 predicts that participants are less willing to accept an economically equivalent incentive contract if it is framed as having a penalty that will clawback a bonus if a target is not met than if it is framed as having a bonus if a target is met and a penalty if the target is not met. Results indicate significant (p , 0.05) support for this hypothesis for both clawback contracts when comparing the number of incentive contract choices. However, when observing the economically equivalent choice, the predicted difference only appears for the clawback contract with the smaller bonus.
CONCLUSION
This study provides insight into some of the underlying factors that cause employees to react differently to the framing of incentives, and extends prior research in two important ways. First, we examine preferences for contracts that contain combinations of bonus and penalty components. These comparisons include clawback frames, which have recently surged in popularity. We also add to the literature by presenting a new measure of loss aversion developed to assess and control for the relative levels of loss aversion between participants. Using this measure, along with existing measures of individual risk preference, this study examines individuals' reactions to contracts that are economically equivalent, but framed differently.
The results indicate that participants prefer bonus-only contracts to economically equivalent penalty-only, bonus and penalty combination, or clawback contracts. We find that penalty-only contracts are viewed as just as acceptable as economically equivalent contracts that contain a combination of bonuses and penalties. Further, we find that contracts framed with a clawback penalty are significantly less attractive than even economically equivalent penalty-only contracts. These results are important because they provide evidence that there may be unintended consequences associated with the increased implementation of penalties and clawbacks. Since such provisions make contracts less acceptable, companies may have to raise the overall compensation level of such contracts in order to attract employees. An interesting area for future research would be to investigate whether existing compensation contracts containing penalty components end up paying higher total compensation than contracts for similar positions that do not contain penalty components.
Further, we demonstrate that risk and loss preferences affect preferences for contracts. These psychological constructs may be inherent characteristics of potential employees, which can be difficult to change. Rather, companies face the challenge of designing or describing contracts in a manner that makes them more attractive to the types of employees they wish to hire. Whether penalty or clawback contracts can be described or presented in a manner that mitigates the impact of risk and loss preferences is an interesting area for future research.
The results also demonstrate that our measure of loss aversion provides strong support for the assertion that loss aversion affects acceptance for contracts containing penalties. However, this relation is less significant for clawback contracts, indicating that other preferences may be driving individuals' strong reactions to these contracts. In fact, our results are consistent with participants exhibiting an endowment effect. Whereas loss aversion states that people are more motivated to avoid a future loss than acquire a similar future gain, the endowment effect states that current ownership increases utility. Therefore, the utility of receiving a bonus is less than the disutility of losing a previously awarded bonus. Hence, the endowment effect may have overwhelmed loss aversion under clawback contracts. Finally, results indicate that when the two clawback contracts are compared, participants find the contract frame with the higher base salary to be more attractive. This is a somewhat unexpected result, because these two frames both provide an equal initial amount of pay that is not contingent upon a subsequent outcome. The only difference between the contracts is in the labeling of the portion of this amount called the ''base salary'' and the portion called a ''bonus.'' This very subtle manipulation has a significant impact on participant reactions. This provides evidence that the verbal labeling of the components of these contracts can have a strong effect on behavior and should, therefore, be carefully considered.
The development and use of a loss aversion measure should be useful in exploring numerous issues in accounting research. For instance, prospect theory-type behavior influences taxpayer compliance decisions (Christian and Gupta 1994; Schepanski and Kelsey 1990) , managerial decision-making (Lipe 1993; Sullivan and Kida 1995) , investor behavior (Genesove and Mayer 2001) , and auditor decisions (Cohen and Trompeter 1998) . For example, to what extent do individual loss aversion preferences influence auditors' behavior when faced with issues such as litigation or the loss of a client? Do loss preferences influence auditors' level of audit intensity? Or are individual loss preferences overshadowed by things such as training, experience, and tone at the top? Studies that measure and control for both risk and loss preferences could further explain the impact of these individual characteristics on behavior. Extant research (Fehr and Goette 2007 ) uses individual differences in loss aversion to predict how long employees will work once a target wage is reached.
Our results should be interpreted in light of certain limitations. First, we design our contract frames to test participants' ex ante preferences for contracts. Hence, we do not capture the dynamic aspect of these contracts. Future research should explore how actual experience with these contracts affects individuals' preferences. In addition to the initial contract selection, contract framing may affect employee behaviors such as employee effort choice. Hannan et al. (2005) find evidence of higher effort choices under penalty contract framing than under bonus contract framing, and Church et al. (2008) find a relation between contract framing and performance. Thus, the potential for contract framing to affect employee effort choices, performance, or other behaviors may provide additional tradeoffs to consider when designing contracts.
In addition, clawback contracts are dynamically and behaviorally complex. The clawback framing in this study is simply a matter of reframing part of the base salary as a bonus. This enables the contracts to remain economically equivalent. Further, in the experiment, compensation is clawed back with a 50 percent probability and, hence, is not due to the participants' actions. In practice, compensation is clawed back due to malfeasance on the part of employees. Thus, our results may overstate participants' aversion to clawback contracts compared to situations where their actions trigger the clawback. Additionally, in practice, there would be a much greater period of time between the initial awarding of a bonus and the clawback due to poor performance. Whether such a timing issue would increase or decrease the aversion to clawback contracts is unclear.
We feel that the fact that we find strong reactions to clawback contracts even in our rather simple static setting indicates that there are significant opportunities for further investigation of these contracts. These simplified design elements allow a focus on the impact of the framing itself, while holding constant such items as time value of money. However, removing these elements may possibly weaken individuals' reactions to the contract and, therefore, bias against finding significant differences. Further, we focus on the role of loss aversion to explain observed choices. Future studies of contracts that contain combinations of bonuses and penalties in more contextually rich settings may be useful for exploring other explanations for contract choice. For example, it would be of particular interest to examine clawback contracts in a contextually rich setting where employee participants face a clawback after having to exert effort to earn the funds that will potentially be clawed back. In such a setting, other nonmonetary motivations, such as entitlement, may impact employee reactions. For example, prior research (e.g., Hoffman and Spitzer 1985) finds that when employees exert effort to earn funds, they may feel entitled to these funds despite the outcome of their work.
Tversky, A., and D. Kahneman. 1991 (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) , the value function, V(X) is defined as:
where parameters v 1 , v 2 , and k are assumed positive. The terms are, respectively, gains raised to the power of v 1 and losses raised to the power of v 2 , multiplied by a relative loss aversion coefficient k. The terms v 1 and v 2 refer to a person's risk preferences. When v 1 ¼ v 2 ¼ 1, the individual is risk-neutral with respect to gains or losses. When k . 1, a person is loss-averse. Participants are asked to choose between the option with the higher possible loss (Option A) and the option with the lower possible loss (Option B). The expected value of Option A is initially higher than that of Option B. Expected values were not displayed on the instrument. As a person moves through the choices, the size of the loss in Option A increases. A loss-averse person will eventually be willing to switch to Option B because the threat of the larger loss outweighs the higher expected value from Option A.
